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Pore decisions
Choosing the right filters for a beverage plant.
By Lisa M. Madsen, Ph.D
When talking about beverages, water
isn't just an ingredient — it's the
ingredient. Put quite simply, if you don't
have water, you don't have an alcoholic
beverage or soft drink. Taking it a step
further, if you don't

signature.

have high-quality water, you won't have a
high-quality beverage. Regardless of the
beverage produced, water is a critical raw
material in producing what every
marketer strives for — a unique product

For more information on related
products,
visit
www.watertechonline.com,
select
Online Buyers Guide from the site menu,
and enter keyword: Filters.

For mere iafomatioa
Visit
www.watertechonline.com
and type in keyword: Filtration.

More than just equipment, beverage
manufacturers and dealers servicing this
market niche must be able to make
educated decisions to meet the filtration
and separations needs throughout the
beverage production process.
Expertise of this type integrates
treatment methods to allow companies to
reduce total cost, enable new processes
or products, and meet regulatory
requirements.
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Apart from the obvious
health concerns, water quality
is critical to the taste and
appearance of any beverage.
In the beverage universe,
a
truly
unique
product
signature is the painstaking
result
of
a
precise
combination
of
liquid
ingredients including flavors,
additives,
sweeteners,
enhancers and water.
As the basis of any
beverage,
fluctuations
in
water quality affect taste,
appearance and even safety.
It can also affect the efficient
operation of any bottling or
production facility.
Feed water content and
quality can vary according to
raw
water
source
and
pretreatment. Since incoming
water comes from many
sources including municipal,
groundwater, surface water
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